We investigated the temporal evolution of light-induced scattering in LiNbO 3 :Fe,In crystals with different doping concentrations. A special behavior of the beam fanning was found when the intensity of the incident light was relatively weak. In this case the beam fanning became stronger at the beginning of the illumination and then was greatly reduced, which was observed only at strong incident light intensities. This phenomenon was analyzed on the basis of the saturation space-charge field. The intensity threshold effect and the concentration threshold effect were successfully explained.
Introduction
Photorefractive two-wave mixing can be employed for applications in optical image processing, optical interconnections, and optical computing. 1 The large two-beam coupling coefficient of photorefractive crystals allows one to achieve gains of the order of thousands in image amplification. 2 However, the beam fanning, the amplified light-induced scattering from the defects on the surface of or in the crystal, will deplete the energy of the pump beam as well as the signal beam and make the amplified image noisy. Although some techniques 3, 4 have been proposed to suppress beam fanning, the most effective way to solve this problem is to optimize the crystal itself by means of doping with damage-resistant dopants.
In 1995 Zhang et al. 5 reported on the threshold effects of incident light intensities for photorefractive light-induced scattering in LiNbO 3 :Fe,Mg crystals. They also found that, when the doping concentration of damage-resistant dopant M͑MϭIn ͒ is above the threshold concentration, the beamfanning effect will not be observable even at high light intensities. In addition, the photorefractive characteristics of these materials have been studied widely. [5] [6] [7] In this paper we investigate the temporal evolution of beam fanning in LiNbO 3 :Fe,In crystals, whose photorefractive properties were studied in a previous experiment, 5, 6 and find that beam fanning becomes stronger at the beginning of illumination with the relatively low incident light intensities of ϳ58 mW͞cm 2 and then is greatly reduced. Also, we successfully explain the intensity threshold effect and the concentration threshold effect on the basis of these observations.
Experimental Results
We measured light-induced scattering as described in Ref. 5 . Three crystals with size aϫbϫc of 12 mm ϫ 4 mm ϫ 14 mm doped with 0.03-wt. % Fe and codoped with 0.6-mol. % In, 2.6-mol. % In, and 3.5-mol. % In, respectively, were used in our experiment. A coherent extraordinary polarized 532-nm laser beam was propagated perpendicular to the c axis of the photorefractive crystals. We detected the change of the transmitted light intensity I t to evaluate the change of the scattered light intensity I s ϭ ͑I 0 Ϫ I a ͒ Ϫ I t ; here I 0 and I a are the intensities of the incident light and the absorbed light, respectively. In our previous experiments we measured the light-induced absorption and transparency by use of a strong 532-nm light to illuminate the crystals and a weak 532-nm light from another laser as a probe light to detect the absorption change induced by the pump light. Our experimental results showed that the light-induced absorption changes were so weak that the absorption coefficient could be considered to be constant during our measurement of the temporal evolution of beam fanning, which depleted most of the energy of the incident light, and then we got the relationship of I s ϰ ϪI t . Therefore the measured temporal evolution of the transmitted light in fact reflects the behavior of the scattered light. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the temporal evolution of the transmitted light on different incident light intensities when the laser beam passes through the LiNbO 3 :Fe,In ͑0.03-wt. % Fe, 0.6-mol. % In͒ crystal. From the results of curve a in Fig. 1 we can see that, when the incident light intensity is as low as 3.7 mW͞cm 2 , the transmitted light does not change with time, which means that no light-induced scattering occurs in this case. When the incident light intensity is strong, for example, 73 mW͞cm 2 in our experiment, the intensity of the transmitted light decreases quickly to a low level ͑Fig. 1, curve b͒, and the light-induced scattering that occurs is strong. When the incident light intensity is further raised to 1.9 W͞cm 2 , the transmitted light intensity decreases quickly to 0.1 W͞cm 2 at the beginning of the illumination while the light-induced scattering becomes stronger. And after a short period of time ͑see stronger at the beginning of the illumination and then gets weak gradually as shown in Fig. 3 
% In͒ light-induced scattering occurs as described by curve c in Fig. 3 but does not get weak.
Theoretical Analysis
In our analysis the two-wave-mixing amplification mechanism is used to explain the temporal evolution of the beam-fanning effect. When an extraordinarily polarized beam I 0 propagates perpendicular to the c axis of the sample, the incident laser beam will be scattered from the defects in and on the surface of the crystal, and the incident light intensity will decrease along its propagation path in the sample. When we consider one location in the crystal where the incident laser beam is scattered, the scattered light I s interferes with the incident light to form an intensity distribution
where I p is the local light intensity of the incident beam, K is the amplitude of the wave vector of the noise grating, and m is the light modulation depth, which is equal to 2͑I p I s ͒ 1͞2 ͑͞I p ϩ I s ͒. The light-intensity distribution in the sample generates localized electric fields by the processes of photoinduced excitation, migration, and trapping of photoexcited charge carriers. Consequently, the electric field changes the unperturbed refractive index from n 0 to n 0 Ϫ ⌬n. The refractive-index modulation ⌬n is produced by the linear electro-optic effect, which can be expressed by ⌬n͑t, x͒ ϭ ⌬n 0 ͑t, x͒ ϩ ⌬n 1 ͑t, x͒cos͑Kx ϩ ͒, (2) where is the phase shift between the light-induced phase grating and the interference pattern of incident and scattered beams. ⌬n 0 is the perturbation of the refractive index caused by the dc components I p ϩ I s . ⌬n 1 cos͑Kx ϩ ͒ is the refractive-index perturbation of the noise grating induced by the ac components from the interference pattern. When we assume that the phase difference is constant, the amplified gain of the scattering is proportional to the square of ⌬n 1 .
It is well known that the magnitude of the spacecharge field is limited by the available trap density N A of the material. The maximum field amplitude can be written as 8
where e is the electron charge and ⑀⑀ 0 is the electric permittivity of the crystal. The perturbation of the refractive index of the crystal depends on the magnitude of the space-charge field; therefore the saturation perturbation of the refractive index can be expressed as
where r eff is the effective component of the linear electro-optic tensor.
Former results 4, 6 in the same materials showed that the saturation diffraction efficiency of the photorefractive grating and the photovoltaic field will be significantly reduced with the increase of the In 7 showed that, when the In doping concentration of the double-doped crystals was above the threshold concentration, the lightinduced refractive-index change could be greatly reduced compared with that of the crystals without In dopant. As a result the maximum saturation refractive-index change ⌬n sat is greatly reduced in our double-doped samples. Therefore, when we analyze the photorefractive processes in our samples, the saturation behaviors of the refractive index have to be taken into account. Figure 4 illustrates the temporal evolution of the refractive-index perturbations based on the photorefractive response process and the saturation behaviors of the refractive index at one illuminated location. As discussed in reference to Eq. ͑2͒, the light-induced refractive-index change included two parts the dc-component ⌬n 0 and the ac component ⌬n 1 cos͑Kx ϩ ͒. And we know that the buildup behaviors of photorefractive gratings depend strongly on the intensity ratio of the two coupling beams and on the fact that, the larger the light modulation depth, the quicker the process. 9 In our case the small modulation depth of the noise grating results in the slow buildup process of the noise grating. Therefore ⌬n 0 has a faster buildup process than ⌬n 1 , as shown in Fig. 4 . When the illumination time t is as long as t sat , in this location ⌬n 0 ϩ ⌬n 1 cos͑Kx ϩ ͒ will be equal to ⌬n sat , and ⌬n 1 reaches its highest value. Then ⌬n 1 will decrease in order to meet the requirement of ⌬n 0 ϩ ⌬n 1 cos͑Kx ϩ ͒ Ϲ ⌬n sat , because ⌬n 0 will continue to increase until it reaches the saturation value. In this way the ac component ⌬n 1 cos͑Kx ϩ ͒ is rectified and reduced. As a result, the noise grating will be erased. So the phenomenon described by curve c in Fig. 1 is well explained by our above analysis. In addition, when the incident light intensity is low as is the case in Fig.  1 ͑curve b͒, the noise grating has a long buildup time, ⌬n 0 ϩ ⌬n 1 cos͑Kx ϩ ͒ is always much smaller than ⌬n sat during the illumination, and the saturable behaviors do not occur. Therefore the transmitted light intensity undergoes only one decreasing process as shown by curve b in Fig. 1 . If the incident light intensity is weak enough to be lower than the socalled threshold value for the light-induced scattering, 5 the photorefractive response time of ⌬n 1 is close to infinity. Therefore the light-induced scattering does not take place, and the transmitted intensity remains stable as shown by curve a in Fig. 1 .
In addition, the doping concentration also affects the photorefractive response time and the saturation value of the refractive index greatly as shown in Fig.  3 . When the In doping concentration C In is equal to 0.6 mol. %, the amplitude of N A is large, and a large saturation perturbation ⌬n sat of the refractive index can be produced. Consequently, the noise grating becomes increasingly stronger, owing to ⌬n 0 ϩ ⌬n 1 ϽϽ ⌬n sat during the illumination. Most of the energy of the incident beam will be transferred to the beam fanning gradually, which is illustrated in Fig. 3 ͑curve c͒. When C In is as high as 2.6 mol. %, N A has a moderate value and will therefore produce a moderate value of ⌬n sat , and the illuminating process will be concerned with the saturable behaviors. When t Ͻ t sat , the transmitted light intensity decreases step by step. When t ϭ t sat , ⌬n 1 cos͑Kx ϩ ͒, and the beam fanning reaches the largest value; then ⌬n 1 cos͑Kx ϩ ͒ will decrease while ⌬n 0 continues increasing, because ⌬n 0 ϩ ⌬n 1 cos͑Kx ϩ ͒ cannot be greater than ⌬n sat . As a result the noise grating will be erased, and the transmitted light intensity will become large as shown in Fig. 3 ͑curve b͒. When the In doping concentration is more than the threshold concentration, which leads to a small saturation perturbation ⌬n sat , a large photoconductivity, and a fast response speed of photorefraction, ⌬n 0 can rapidly reach the small saturation perturbation of the refractive index, whereas the noise grating cannot be formed. Curve a in Fig. 3 shows the temporal evolution of the transmitted light intensity in this situation.
Conclusion
We have investigated the temporal evolution of the beam fanning in double-doped LiNbO 3 crystals and find that the light-induced scattering in LiNbO 3 : Fe,In with different dopant concentration exhibited different behaviors, which give us not only a deep insight into the light-induced scattering in doubledoped LiNbO 3 crystals but also a good reference for the growth of high-optical-quality LiNbO 3 crystals and their applications.
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